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EMMANUEL MACRON WINS FRENCH PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION BY LARGE
MARGIN
HISTORICALLY BY 65% TO 34% 

Paris, Washognton DC, 07.05.2017, 21:53 Time

USPA NEWS - The Centrist candidate Emmanuel Macron makes the feat by winning historically by 65, 9 % to 33,1% for Marine Le
Pen,
He becomes the youngest President of the world, at 39. President Hollande congratulates him already. The figures change as the
results of other regions flow

PRESIDENT HOLLANDE CONGRATULATES EMMANUEL MACRON NEXT FRENCH PRESIDENT-----------------------
"I called Emmanuel MACRON tonight to congratulate him warmly on his election as President of the Republic.
His broad victory confirms that a very large majority of our fellow citizens wanted to gather around the values of the Republic and

mark their attachment to the European Union as to the opening of France in the world. I expressed to him my best wishes for success
for our country because the major challenge is to gather and build to continue the path of France towards progress and social justice."
Stated President Francois Hollande
Voters in France today faced a crucial choice between centrist progresses Emmanuel Macron and the Front National´s Marine Le Pen
in the second round of the 2017 presidential election.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
FORER PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA SUPPORTED EMMANUEL MACRON 3 DAYS AGO-------------------------------
Former US President Obama, supported Emmanuel Macron, 3 days ago,sending him a video, in his twitter account. He encouraged to
endorse the centrist candidate to the French Presidency underlining to bar far right leader Marine Le Pen
"I have admired the campaign that Emmanuel Macron has run," Obama says in a video, which Macron shared Thursday. "He has
stood up for liberal values, he put forward a vision for the important role that France plays in Europe and around the world. And he is
committed to a better future for the French people. He appeals to people's hopes and not their fears." Former President Obama said

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-11136/emmanuel-macron-wins-french-presidential-election-by-large-margin.html
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